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                                    Induced Measures on **µ -measurable Sets 
                                
Abstract  We investigate extension of a measure to a very general set of undetermined 
structure.  Structure may be imposed on this set in special cases. 
 
                                               1. INTRODUCTION  
 
    Interest in the extension has continued into recent times with attention being paid to 
special types of measures, or to extension into particular types of sets, rather than just the  
general theory of extension of measures.  [2] showed that the Lebesgue-like  
extension of every finitary measure on the Cartesian product of a countable number of  
discrete topological spaces are a measure on the lattice of open sets. [6] Considered G-
invariant measures, where G is and at most countable  
group of bijections. [3] Established that each sequentially continuous normed  
measure on a bold algebra of fuzzy sets can be uniquely extended to sequentially  
continuous measure on the generated Lukasiewicz tribe. [4] Also characterized  
extension of probability measures as a completely categorical construction.  We consider  
extension of a measure onto a very general set, so there is great variety in its possible  
structure.  In a particular situation, appropriate structure can be imposed.  
    A measure µ  on a ring R induces an outer measure *µ  on the smallest σ -set )(RH  
containing R.  *µ  in turn induces a complete measure on S , the σ -algebra of all *µ -
measurable sets (c.f.[5]).  We investigate whether µ  may induce a measure on a very 
general set.   We show that µ  induces a complete measure on a set containing S  which 
arises in a natural way by considering sets whose   intersections with *µ -measurable sets 
are also *µ -measurable.  This was suggested by the definition of sets measurable with 
respect to a measurable space (c.f. [1]).  The results obtained are generalizations of 
results from [5]. 
 
 
 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
 
Definition  Let ( )B,G  be a measurable space.  Let GA ⊂ , and suppose that for 
every B∈B , we have B.∈∩ BA   We then say that A is measurable with respect 
to ( )B,G .  We denote the totality of such measurable sets A by .B~   (c.f. [1]). 
 
The following definition and two notations are from [5]. 
 
Notation  For any class E of sets, S (E) is the smallest −σ ring containing E. 
 
Definition  A non-empty class E of sets is hereditary if 
 
. and  whenever , EFEF ⊂⊂⊂ EE   
 
Notation  H(R) denotes the smallest hereditary set containing a ring R.  
 
 
 
Notation  Let X  be a set having non-empty intersection with the set containing all 
elements occurring in the sets of R.   
 
Notation  Let K { })()( RHERHEBXBK ∈∀∈∩∈=  
 
Definition   A set is  measurable* is  if measurable** is EHEEQKQ ∋∈∀−∩−∈ µµ  
−*µ Measurable; that is , if EHA set  measurable*any for  and −∈∀ µ ,  
[ ] ])([*)(*)(* cEQAEQAA ∩∩+∩∩= µµµ . 
   
                                                3.  INDUCED MEASURES 
 
Theorem 3.1  If *µ  is an outer measure on a hereditary H ring−σ  and if S  is the class 
of all **µ -measurable sets, then S  is a ring. 
Proof  Let ., SML ∈  Then for any SGLSG ∈∩∈ ,  and .SGM ∈∩  
 
SGML ∈∩∪∴ )(                         
 
SML ∈∪∴                                                                                                                 (I) 
 
We now show that  .,)( SGSGLM ∈∀∈∩−  
 
Since GM ∩  is   −*µ    measurable, 
 
=)(* Aµ [ ] [ ])(*)(* ′∩∩+∩∩ GMAGMA µµ                                                       (II) 
 
Since  GL∩  is −*µ  measurable, 
 
[ ])(* GMA ∩∩µ  = [ ] [ ])()(*)()(* ′∩∩∩∩+∩∩∩∩ GLGMAGLGMA µµ   (III) 
 
Also, [ ])(* ′∩∩ GMAµ  
 
= [ ] [ ])()(*)()((* ′∩∩′∩∩+∩∩′∩∩ GLGMAGLGMA µµ                              (IV] 
 
Substituting (III) and (IV) into (II) 
 
 )(* Aµ  
 
= [ ])()(* GLGMA ∩∩∩∩µ  
 
+ [ ])()(* ′∩∩∩∩ GLGMAµ  
 
+ [ ])()(* GLGMA ∩∩′∩∩µ  
 
+ [ ])()(* ′∩∩′∩∩ GLGMAµ                                                                                   (V) 
 
It is not difficult to establish that: 
 
)()( ′∩∩∩∩ GLGMA   =  [ ]GLMA ∩−∩ )(                                                         (VI) 
 
Also, substituting  [ ]′∩′∩∩ GLMA )(   in   place of  A in (V).                                                                   
 
[ ]{ }′∩−∩ GLMA )(*µ  
 
=  [ ]{ }′∩′∩∩ GLMA )(*µ  
 
= [ ]{ })()()(* GLGMGLMA ∩∩∩∩′∩′∩∩µ  
 
+ [ ] [{ }])()()(* ′∩∩∩∩′∩′∩∩ GLGMGLMAµ  
 
+  [ ]{ })()()(* GLGMGLMA ∩∩′∩∩′∩′∩∩µ  
 
+  [ ]{ })()()(* ′∩∩′∩∩′∩′∩∩ GLGMGLMAµ                                                    (VII) 
 
We can easily prove (1), (2), (3) and (4) below. 
 
[ ] )()()( GLGMGLMA ∩∩∩∩′∩′∩∩  =  )()( GLGMA ∩∩∩∩                    (1) 
 [ ] )()()( ′∩∩∩∩′∩′∩∩ GLGMGLMA  =  φ                                                       (2) 
 
[ ] )()()( GLGMGLMA ∩∩′∩∩′∩′∩∩  =  )()( GLGMA ∩∩′∩∩                  (3) 
 
[ ] )()()( ′∩∩′∩∩′∩′∪∩ GLGMGLMA  =  ( ) ( )′∩∩′∩∩ GLGMA                 (4) 
 
From  (V), (VI), (1) ,(2), (3),  and  (4) 
 
( )[ ]{ }GLMAA ∩−∩= *)(* µµ  ( )[ ]{ }′∩−∩+ GLMA*µ  
 
Hence ( ) GLM ∩−  is  −*µ   measurable for any .SG∈  
 
Hence (M-L) is −**µ  measurable i.e. (M-L) S∈                                                         
(VIII) 
 
From (I) and (VIII) S   is a ring.        
 
Theorem 3.2   If *µ  is an outer measure on a hereditary ring −σ  H and if S  
is in the class of all −**µ  measurable sets, then S  is a .ring −σ  
 
Proof:  Let ,, 21 LL … be an infinite sequence of sets in S  Then for any  
               SG∈ ,  SGLi ∈∩ ; i =  1, 2,… 
( ) ( ) ( ) SGLGLGLL ∈∪∩∪∩=∩∪∪ ...... 2121  
 
  since S  is an r-ring  (Theorem B 
 
  Hence ( ) SLL ∈∪∪ ...21  
 
  Hence S  is a  σ - ring.       
                                                                              
Definition  Let µ~   be a set function defined on S  by  
 
=)(~ Pµ  SPTP
ST
∈∀∩
∈
),(*supµ  
 
Lemma 3.3  If  HA∈   and if { }nL  is a disjoint sequence of sets in S  with  
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n
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∞
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1
, then  
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Proof  Let ( )TTA n ∩∩*µ  take its maximum value for nTT =  and  
 
let .
1
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n
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Then  ∃  some value of n, N   says, ∋  
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Theorem 3.4  If HA∈   and if { nL } is a disjoint sequence of sets in S  with 
,
1
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n
n
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Proof   Let T  be an arbitrary element of .S   Then }{ TLn ∩ is a disjoint sequence of sets  
 
in S  and  )(
1
TLVTL n
n
∩=∩
∞
=
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Hence  
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from Theorem 11.B, by [5] 
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Definition  The set function µ  is defined on S  by  
 
 ),(*)( EE µµ =  for .SE∈  
 
Remark  µ  is a complete measure on .S (Theorem 11 (c), [5]). 
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where  { }nL  is a disjoint sequence in .S  
Proof  As S  is monotone, it is easy to show that ∋∃ nT )( TLn ∩µ  takes its maximum 
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Theorem 3.6  If *µ  is an outer measure on a hereditary −σ ring Η   and if S  
is the class of all **µ - measurable sets, then every set of outer measure zero 
belongs to S  and µ~  is a complete measure on .S  
 
Proof: If Η∈E  and 0)(* =Eµ , then for any , and HASG ∈∈  
 
 
)(*)(*)(* AEA µµµ += . ( )[ ] ( )[ ]cGEAGEA ∩∩+∩∩≥ ** µµ  
 
Since 
 
( )[ ] ( )[ ]cGEAGEAA ∩∩+∩∩≤ **)(* µµµ , 
 
( )[ ] ( )[ ]cGEAGEAA ∩∩+∩∩= **)(* µµµ . 
 
Hence               .SE∈  
 
Countable Additivity.  Let { }nL  be a disjoint sequence in .S   For any ,ST ∈  
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 since µ  is a complete measure on .S  (Theorem 11.c [5]). 
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          (by the previous lemma). 
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µ~∴  is count ably additive and hence a measure . 
 
Completeness 
 
If   CFSE ⊂∈ ,  and  ( ) ,0~ =Εµ    then ( ) 0~ =Fµ   and  so .SF ∈   Hence µ~  is 
complete.                                                                                                             
 
Remark  µ~  is called the measure induced by .*µ  
  
 
Theorem 3.7  Every set in )(RS  is .measurable** −µ  
 
Proof:  Let .S∈Ε   For any element G  of S , .SG∈∩Ε    Hence E is  
 
−**µ  measurable. 
              S∈Ε∴  
 
              SS ⊂∴  
 
 
Since SR ⊂  (Theorem A, page 49, [5]), .SR ⊂  
 
    Since  S   is a −σ ring. 
 
    .)( SRS ⊂                                                                                               
 
 
Theorem 3.8  If ),(RHE∈  then { }SFEFE ∈⊂= :)(~inf)(* µµ  
 
                                                               = inf { })(:)(~ RSFEF ∈⊂µ  
 
Proof:  Recall that 
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If  ,RF ∈  then, by the above definition, ).()(* FF µµ =   Since ,RF ∈  
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Since every sequence { }nE  of sets in S (R) for which  
 
                  FEE
n
n =⊂
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U
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may be replaced by a disjoint sequence with the same property without increasing 
the sum of the measures of the terms of the sequence, and since, by the definition of  µ~ , 
 
SFFE ∈∀≥ ),(*)(~ µµ  
 
it follows that 
 
( ) ( ){ }RSFEFE ∈⊂≥ :~inf)(* µµ  
 
( ){ }SFEF ∈⊂≥ :~inf µ  
 
( ){ }SFEF ∈⊂≥ :*inf µ  
 )(* Eµ≥  
 
and the result follows.                                                                        
Remark  Given n measure spaces ( ),,, iii SX µ  with the sS i ,  being mutually disjoint, the 
measure a Tµ  can be defined on the space T, where  
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T can be defined in a variety of other ways. 
 
We can also consider the outer measure *iµ  and set function iµ
~ associated with 
each ,,...,2,1. nii =µ , and investigate the measure induced by the .'siµ               
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APPENDIX 
 
Detailed Proof of Theorem 3.1 
 
Proof  Let ., SML ∈  Then for any GLSG ∩∈ ,  and .SGM ∈∩  
 
Now, )()()( GMGLGML ∩∪∩=∩∪  
Since SGMGL ∈∩∩ ,  and S  is a ring. 
SGMGL ∈∩∪∩ )()(  
       SGML ∈∩∪∴ )(                         
 
SML ∈∪∴                                                                                                                   (I) 
 
We now show that  .,)( SGSGLM ∈∀∈∩−  
 
Since GM ∩  is   −*µ    measurable, 
 
=)(* Aµ [ ] [ ])(*)(* ′∩∩+∩∩ GMAGMA µµ                                                         (II) 
 
Since  GL∩  is −*µ  measurable, 
[ ])(* GMA ∩∩µ   
 
 = [ ] [ ])()(*)()(* ′∩∩∩∩+∩∩∩∩ GLGMAGLGMA µµ                                   (III) 
 
Also, [ ])(* ′∩∩ GMAµ  
 
= [ ] [ ])()(*)()((* ′∩∩′∩∩+∩∩′∩∩ GLGMAGLGMA µµ                                (IV] 
 
Substituting (III) and (IV) into (II) 
 )(* Aµ  
 
= [ ])()(* GLGMA ∩∩∩∩µ  
 
+ [ ])()(* ′∩∩∩∩ GLGMAµ  
 
+ [ ])()(* GLGMA ∩∩′∩∩µ  
 
+ [ ])()(* ′∩∩′∩∩ GLGMAµ                                                                                    (V) 
 
Now )()( ′∩∩∩∩ GLGMA  
 
= )()( GLGMA ′∪′∩∩∩  
 
= GGMALGMA ′∩∩∩∪′∩∩∩ ()(  
 
=  [ ]GLMA ∩′∩∩ )(  
 
=  [ ]GLMA ∩−∩ )(                                                                                                      (VI) 
 Also, [ ]{ }′∩−∩ GLMA )(*µ  
 
=  [ ]{ }′∩′∩∩ GLMA )(*µ  
 
= [ ]{ })()()(* GLGMGLMA ∩∩∩∩′∩′∩∩µ  
 
+ [ ] [{ }])()()(* ′∩∩∩∩′∩′∩∩ GLGMGLMAµ  
 
+  [ ]{ })()()(* GLGMGLMA ∩∩′∩∩′∩′∩∩µ  
 
+  [ ]{ })()()(* ′∩∩′∩∩′∩′∩∩ GLGMGLMAµ  ,                                                  (VII) 
 
substituting  [ ]′∩′∩∩ GLMA )(   in   place of  A in (V).                                                                   
 
[ ] )()()( GLGMGLMA ∩∩∩∩′∩′∩∩                   
 
=  )()()( GLGMGLMA ∩∩∩∩′∪∪′∩                        
 
=  [ ] )()()( GLGMLGMA ∩∩∩∩∪′∩∩  
 
=  )()( GLGMA ∩∩∩∩                                                                                             (1) 
 
[ ] )()()( ′∩∩∩∩′∩′∩∩ GLGMGLMA  
 
=  )()()( GLGMGLMA ′∪′∩∩∩′∪∪′∩  
 
=  )()( LGMGLMA ′∩∩∩′∪∪′∩  
 
=  )()( LGMLGMA ′∩∩∩′′∩∩∩  
 
=  φ                                                                                                                                 (2) 
 
[ ] )()()( GLGMGLMA ∩∩′∩∩′∩′∩∩  
 
=  )()()( GLGMGLMA ∩∩′∪′∩′∪∪′∩  
 
=  )()( GLMGLMA ∩∩′∩′∪∪′∩  
 
=  φ∪∩∩′∪∩∩′∩ )()( GLMGLMA  
 
=  )( GLMA ′∩∩′∩  
 
=  )()( GLGMA ∩∩′∩∩                                                                                            (3) 
 
[ ] )()()( ′∩∩′∩∩′∩′∪∩ GLGMGLMA  
 
=  )()()( GLGMGLMA ′∪′∩′∪′∩′∪∪′∩  
 
=  [ ] [ ]{ })()()( GLGGLMGLMA ′∪′∩′∪′∪′∩′∩′∪∪′∩  
 
=  [ ] [ ] [ ]{ })()()( ′∩∩∪′∩∩′∩∪′∩∩ GLGGLMLGMA  
 
=  [ ] [ ]{ } [ ]{ }[ ][ ])()()()( ′∩∩′∪′∩∩′∩∩′∪′∩∪′∩∩ GLGGLGLGMLGMA   
 
=  [ ] ( ) ( ) 


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=  ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]{ }GLGLGMA ′∩∪′∪′∩′∩∩  
 
=  ( ) ( )[ ]{ }GLUGMA ′∩′∩∩′∩∩  
 
=  ( ) ( )′∩∩′∩∩ GLGMA                                                                                           (4) 
 
From  (V), (VI), (1) ,(2), (3),  and  (4) 
 
( )[ ]{ }GLMAA ∩−∩= *)(* µµ  ( )[ ]{ }′∩−∩+ GLMA*µ  
 
Hence ( ) GLM ∩−  is  −*µ   measurable for any .SG∈  
 
Hence (M-L) is −**µ  measurable i.e. (M-L) S∈                                                         
(VIII) 
 
From (I) and (VIII) S   is a ring.        
 
